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Beyonc arriving at the Met Gala in 2015

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

As the fashion industry prepares for the Metropolitan Museum of Art's Costume Institute Benefit on May 2,
consumers are able to follow along via social media.

Making the invite-only affair more democratic than usual, entertainment television network E! will be broadcasting
live as stars and designers walk the red carpet, and Instagram will compile event posts via a dedicated video
channel on its app. With this year's exhibit sponsored by Apple, the convergence of fashion and digital content is
fitting.

Couture on camera
The Costume Institute's annual exhibit is  supported by media company Cond Nast.

The 2016 exhibition, titled "Manus x Machina: Fashion in an Age of Technology" and opening to the public on May 5
in New York, will delve into the industry's fascination with technological innovations, whether that be wearables or
3D printing. Recently, Apple has ventured deeper into the luxury sector through its Apple Watch partnership with
French leather goods house Herms, a collaboration predicted by experts as technology and the fashion industry
continue to merge.
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Opening May 5, "Manus x Machina: Fashion in an Age of Technology" will explore the ongoing dichotomy between
the hand (manus) and the machine (machina) and question the dist inct ion between haute couture and ready-to-
wear. Enjoy this preview with exhibit ion curator Andrew Bolton. #TheMet #ManusxMachina #CostumeInst itute

A video posted by The Met (@metmuseum) on Apr 18, 2016 at 1:53pm PDT

In addition to its sponsorship role, Apple's chief designer Sir Jony Ive will co-host the Met Gala alongside singer
Taylor Swift and Vogue's Anna Wintour (see story).

According to Women's Wear Daily, Instagram will be setting up a video channel in the Explore section of its  app.
Here, consumers will be able to see video clips up to 60 seconds long from accounts posting, regardless of whether
they follow them.

For the first time, E! will bring its "Live From the Red Carpet" coverage to the Met Gala. The Hollywood Reporter says
that in addition to the on-carpet broadcast, the network will host a dedicated episode of its  "Fashion Police" show on
May 3 to recap the fashion seen on the celebrities and personalities.

Brands are also getting in on the action.
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Snapchat story from Tiffany

Balmain, Burberry and Tiffany are inviting consumers to follow along for the ride through their Snapchat accounts.
T iffany snapped photos of gems, while Burberry shared iconic New York scenery and sketches of its  designs to
tease what would come later.
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